JUDGE JEANINE:
‘Paul Ryan Needs to Step Down!’

4/05/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate

alert: Grassroots Action posted an email today which asks: "Should Paul Ryan step down as speaker?"

They continue with:

"House Speaker Paul Ryan failed to build a coalition of Republican representatives to support his plan to repeal of ObamaCare. That failure lit a firestorm of controversy that, at best, made the GOP look silly and, at worse, threatened President Trump’s ambitious agenda."

"Ryan’s inability to “rally the troops” around an issue so many Republicans campaigned against was a stinging indictment of his ability to lead. Ryan’s critics think the Speaker should have stepped down after pulling the widely unpopular ObamaCare “repeal” legislation."

“But Grassfire wants to know what you think. In the aftermath of the non-repeal debacle, should Paul Ryan step down as Speaker?"

Judge Jeanine (on Fox News) states in no uncertain terms that ‘Paul Ryan needs to step down!’ She states: "President Trump put his faith in you on health care and you didn't have his back!" See her video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4hm946HDrA
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